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From the President

Dear Members
I am pleased to report on the events and
happenings of the past year.
It has been a year where the work of
past Committees has culminated in the
adoption of a modern framework for
the ISV to be better equipped to meet
challenges of the future. More pleasing
is that this year we have commenced
key identified tasks to make ISV sustainable and relevant to our
members and their community going forward.
Firstly, ISV adopted a new Constitution with a Board framework.
On the back of this new structure, ISV has worked through a new
Strategic Plan identifying our key areas of interest and the key
challenges in each.
Following on from the MOU with ISNSW and NZIS, ISV has taken
the lead role in bringing together the Land Surveyor focussed
organisations from across Australia (CSN, ACSNSW, ACSV, WAIS and
QSSA) to establish a forum to open up communications and enable
the exchange of information and collaboration on issues which
impact on our Land Surveying members nationally.

• New communications platforms – to enable better communication
and member engagement.
A new member suggested initiative is the inaugural Colin Middleton
Luncheon. This initiative is to recognise Fellows, past ISV Presidents,
Surveyors General and J. G. Gillespie Gold Medal Prize winners and
the people they mentor encouraging them to retain the fellowship
amongst those who were leaders in Land Surveying in Victoria and
encourage future leaders into the group.
In amongst all of this activity we have confronted the unexpected.
When it was obvious we couldn't rely on our tenure at our
Bedford Street office, the ISV Board engaged Fellow, Stuart Worn,
in a consultancy role to investigate the long term accommodation
needs and options and developed a process which resulted in ISV
purchasing a new office in the Domain precinct.
Through the work of Gary White, the changeover went largely without
noticeable issues.
Our membership stands at 442 with no new Fellows added this year.
Our traditional events have been well attended.
From a Board perspective, this year we lose experienced board
members, past President Paul Kenny and past Treasurer Tim Dole
and I would I like to thank them both for their contributions to ISV.

It is pleasing to report that Directors have accepted the new
structures and are driving new initiatives from both board members
and volunteer members including: –

On a personal note, I would like to acknowledge the support of the
ISV Board and Executive Officer, Gary White.

• Young Surveyors – an initiative to network those people
from Graduate to L.S.

Finally, I would like to thank you, the members of ISV, for your support
and participation in our events and the surveying profession, and for
the opportunity of being President over the past 12 months.

• PTA numbers and candidates – to encourage candidates
for registration.

Doug Gow LS MISVic

We’ve been searching for someone like you!

Feigl & Newell
Professional Searchers

Professional Searchers of: Survey Information, Titles,
General Law, Crown Land Status, Historical (Environmental) Searches,
Covenant Beneficiaries
Suite 812, Level 8,
530 Little Collins Street, Melbourne 3000
Box 2343, GPO Melbourne 3001
DX301 Melbourne
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Tel: 9629 3011, 9620 7022
Fax: 9649 7833
Email: info@feigl-newell.com.au
www.feigl-newell.com.au
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Professional Conduct Matters

The article stated that the Board investigated the complaint, which
was subsequently withdrawn by the complainant.

In response to an article in Traverse 308
Dear Editor,
As the Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria chose to publish this
article I feel I can respond via Traverse.
How unfortunate in this age of 'communication' that this series of
events was allowed to occur.

The Board’s investigation process includes, where warranted,
contacting relevant parties.
Better communication between the Licensed Surveyor and client
may well have headed off this issue.

All parties to these events should take a step back and reconsider
their attitudes to communication.
Firstly, the surveyor has failed to properly satisfy his client that he has
completed his instructions and provide sufficient information via his
plan(s) and report. Clients are hard enough to find, but easy to lose
through poor communication.

A bird’s eye view… photo: Brian Cooper

Secondly, the client if not satisfied with the resultant advice, could
have contacted the surveyor to ask if he had marked the property
boundaries, and if so, could he describe how. Or is it just my doubting
nature that this is more a fee dispute than a marking issue.
Thirdly, the Board could have saved a lot of unnecessary administration
and chest beating in Traverse by checking all the details of the
complaint and calling the surveyor in question to ask if he was
aware he had an unhappy client and if, indeed, he had marked the
boundaries. In the course of the conversation the Board member
could also have asked if this was just a fee dispute and unworthy of
the Board’s involvement.
It would seem to me that communication has been the great loser
in this exercise and that this could be the subject of a future seminar
with maximum CPD points allocated.
Regards Stuart McFarland LS (Retired) another item of unfortunate
administration.
The Editor’s response:
The ISV has had a policy of printing the entire SRBV newsletter,
for part publication would effectively be editorialising another
publication.
Matters of content within the SRBV newsletter are therefore not
contested.
Part 3 of the Surveying Act 2004 provides for powers of the Board,
which is required to act within such legislation.

The Board and members of The
Institution of Surveyors Victoria
acknowledge and thank our
sustaining members for 2016

PLATINUM

GOLD

SILVER

GENERAL
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2016 Regional Conference
As advertised in Traverse, “all roads lead to Horsham” – and luckily
it was before the big wet hit!

Held at Bonnie and Clyde’s Pizzeria (very good space and artwork)
all enjoyed a drink (or two, or three, or…) and some very tasty pizza.

In excess of 100 delegates, partners, exhibitors and speakers made
their way to Horsham for the 2016 Regional Conference, 9-11
September.

Saturday morning, bright eyed and bushy tailed, we headed into the
auditorium for the 9:00am cadastral session. Rob Steel “confessed”
about his predilection for parish plans, and David Gabriel-Jones
spoke on governance arrangements for reserved land (crown land
and freehold).

The stunning venue was the “new” Horsham Town Hall –
incorporating a new state of the art auditorium, the renovated Town
Hall which houses exhibition space, and the impressive Regional
Art Gallery.
Cr Robin Barber welcomed us to Horsham on behalf of the Mayor
and Horsham Rural City Council, and encouraged those who could
to stay a little longer and explore the area, and wished us well for
the conference.
The keynote address from Kevin Garthwaite (RES Aust Ltd) was
informative and impressive. All present learnt of, and increased
their appreciation for, wind sourced energy and the magnitude of
local projects.
Noel Gehren (Alexander Symonds) informed us on making the
most of technology in everyday surveying in the CR Kennedy
sponsored presentation.
Rounding out the first session was the Land Victoria cadastral hour
with Allan Cantsilieris, Hamed Olfat, and Michele Russo providing
topical and relevant presentations.
Michael Boatman (CFA) presented on bushfire management
overlays and the day concluded with educational updates from
the Surveyors-General via John Tulloch (Vic) and Michael Burdett
(SA). ISV is most appreciative of the time and effort both John and
Michael put in to not only present and inform us so well, but also
attend the entire conference.

Following morning tea, UPG and CR Kennedy provided brief trade
updates, George Sioutis (AEROmetrex) presented a “bird’s eye view”
on the use of modern technology, and Horsham Rural City Council
planners Adam Moar and Nick Carey informed us on the Horsham
South Structure Plan Project.
One of ISV’s newer members, Russell Campbell, gave a very good
presentation on the use of 3D visualization for problem solving and
analytical study.
Brad Roberts (Goulburn-Murray Water) started the post lunch
session with the UPG sponsored presentation on technology used
on the Tallarook Dam project.
NBN Co’s Debra Farrelly then provided an insightful telecommunications conditions and changing legislation presentation.
The final session for Saturday saw Gabrielle Da Ros (Australian
Skin Face Body) provide important risk management information,
advice and suggestions regarding melanomas and melanoma
body mapping.
Linda Porter gave a very good cadastral graffiti presentation – a
different and important message – to close the day.
On the buses, and off to Horsham Golf club for the Conference
Gala Dinner! An impressive venue with fine food and wine and all in
attendance voted it “above par”.

And so to the first social gathering, the CR Kennedy sponsored Friday
Night Networking Event.

Michael Boatman

Noel Gehren
Horsham

All roads
lead to
Horsham

Michele Russo
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Gabriella Da Ros

Linda Porter

John Tulloch

Debra Farrelly
George Sioutis

Michael Burdett
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Brad Roberts

Nick Carey

Horsham Rural City council Mayor Heather Phillips joined us for the
evening and welcomed us all – noting the importance of surveyors to
the community, indeed, arise Sir Don (Perry) and Lady Linda (Porter).

In closing this report, thanks go to the Glenelg Grampians Regional
Group organising committee – in particular Don Perry – and
Horsham for making us so welcome.

Nick Pawley (CR Kennedy) had organized a photo board of
“identities” with photos from their earlier days and a competition to
correctly name them had run over the two days f the conference.
Nick displayed each photo and asked said person to stand and
identify themselves – some had changed considerably! A fun activity
that caught the attention of all.
Our Guest Speaker was Nkandu Beltz, who spoke on her journey
from Zambia to Horsham – via Botswana, Holland, and Kununurra
– her passion for youth (particularly females) and assisting them be
the best they can.
An inspiring and thought provoking presentation by a very impressive
young woman.
In keeping with tradition, ISV made a donation to Wimmera Uniting
Care and the Duke of Edinburgh Awards – as selected by Nkandu.
Sunday morning and off to the Horsham Weir for a 10:00am “walk and
chat” with/by Darren Griffin (Barengi Gadjin Land Council Aboriginal
Corporation). Darren’s walk took us to “Wopert Bungundilar place”
for aboriginal cultural heritage education.

Partners Tour

Arriving back to the aroma of “bbq in the air”, we were reminded of
the need for food to prepare us for our homeward journey – and we
were not disappointed by the Rotary Club feast.
Partners had the opportunity to attend a (free) guided tour of the
Regional Art Gallery wherein curator Adam provided an informative
and enjoyable tour.
Saturday tours took partners to either Mt Arapiles and The Bluff
lookout before heading to two local wineries – lunch, tastings,
purchases, tastings; or to Brim for viewing the famous Brim Silo
Murals via Warracknabeal for morning tea and lunch.
The future of surveying looks bright with prospective LS’s (aka
Sienna, Eli and Amelia Nobelius and Sarah Franklin) in attendance!

Eli and Sienna Nobelius
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Land Registry Fees for Plans of Subdivision

In reading in Traverse of the recent increase in fees for registering
a Plan of Subdivision I was somewhat bemused when harking back
to 1950 – 2 shillings (20c) per lot plus 10 shillings ($1) the then
lodging fee. (Plans were “lodged” not “registered” in that era.
Of course we lived in a simpler society in those days. As stamp duty
ultimately collected revenue on land transactions the Titles Office
seemingly was not considered a revenue collection agency but a
service that was of paramount importance supported by the taxpayer.
In turning these thoughts over in my mind it seemed a worthwhile
exercise to record the procedures relevant to the times.
The Transfer of Land Act 1928 was applicable through till proclamation
of the updated version in 1958. (There was a 1954 version but it
apparently was never proclaimed).
Features of prevailing circumstances at that time included: • In course of examination plans received 3 numbers – a Red Ink
Number (as with anything for which money was paid), Temporary
Plan Number such as XXXV1/ 560 and finally at lodgement, the
final part of the exercise, the Lodged Plan Number such as L.P.
25000.
• Practice in the Computing & Subdivision Section was, where
possible, to obviate the final lodging procedure and allocate an
alpha numeric series number (e.g. F/123). This applied when
no new easements were appropriated in the plan. Party wall
easements weren’t apparently covered by the then legislation so
such plans were also included in this practice.
• In those days: o Town Planning was virtually unknown so subdivision into lots
50 feet wide by 150 feet deep (maybe it was 140 feet) was
acceptable for consent of council provided lots faced a road
50 feet wide.
o Creation of lots in excess of 1 acre could be accepted without
council’s consent provided no new easements were created
o Party wall subdivisions could be accepted without consent of
council if proof by statutory declaration of the existence of the
lots as separate tenements prior to 1914 was supplied (This date
was later changed to 1944 as a result of court proceedings).
• Legislative provisions applying to road construction and provision
of services, preselling lots etc. didn’t exist at that time nor was
there any requirement to lodge the linen plan and copy of field
notes; so transfers of land and mortgage documents were
prepared, the purchasers built houses – nobody was in any
hurry for the lodgement of plans or issue of titles (to be held by
the mortgagee). So plans often took up to 2 years to be lodged.
• Within this relaxed environment: o Surveyors didn’t always supply the copy of plans and field
notes to the solicitors but directly to the office (lost and or
damaged documents being a good excuse) so the office had
to file and match up the linen plans and copies of field notes
with the sealed plans before examination). This file grew in
size to over 20,000 and management thereof became quite a
large exercise.
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o Attention to requisitions issued by the office seemingly was
not considered of prime importance by many
o The numbers of transfers, mortgages waiting in the office for
plan lodgement in the “Followers Branch” grew enormously
o When a plan was lodged it became necessary for these
dealings to be amended with authority of the parties – a duly
signed Transferor – Transferee form being an example.
o In the case of transfers following plans in the alpha numeric
series it was usually a requirement for a requisition to be
issued for the document be amended to show a diagram
of the subject land. If party wall easements were shown on
the plan the wording of the transfer needed to be amended
to include a creation of easement over the neighbour’s part
of the party wall and a reservation of easement over the
transferred part of the party wall in favour of the neighbour.
o The non-creation of roads or supply of services resulted in the
existence of the “heartbreak subdivisions” and huge loads on
the councils and service authorities **
• In due course tightening of financial matters and bank lending
combined such that a major developer operating in the Sunbury
area, collapsed. The subdivisional plans could not be lodged as
the developer was a purchaser on terms contracts and could not
sign the “Authority to Lodge” forms as they were not registered
proprietors. I suppose this serious problem was the catalyst that
generated first ideas of limiting “preselling” the requirement of
subdividers to be the registered proprietors prior to acceptance
of plan for examination.
• Also the need for construction requirements on land developers
came to the fore as did planning requirements to control
haphazard development by land owners.
**I well remember during that era how as a church footballer
the team had to regularly jump of the truck to help the driver
manoeuvre the vehicle through the muddy potholes in the long
unmade subdivisional road into our ground.
Kevin Bourne FISVic
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An ISV Community Service

Murray Valley Centre Inc

Woodwork manufactured at:
9 – 11 Church St, Wodonga
(02) 6024 4386

1B Pearce St / PO Box 291, Wodonga VIC 3689
(02)
6024 1647
1B Pearce
St / PO Box 291, Wodonga VIC 3689
(02) 6024 1647
WOODWORK
PRICE LIST - 11.08.2016
1. TOMATO / GARDEN STAKES – 25 x 25 mm

6. BUILDERS SURVEY PEGS – 50 x 25 mm

Length MM

Unit Price $

Bundle Price $

GST Inc $

Length MM

Unit Price $

Bundle Price $

GST Inc $

700

0.71

7.10

7.81

300

0.46

11.50

12.65

900

0.77

7.70

8.47

450

0.58

14.50

15.95

1200

0.89

8.90

9.79

600

0.69

17.25

18.98

1500

0.96

9.60

10.56

700

0.81

20.25

22.28

1800

1.02

10.20

11.22

750

0.92

23.00

25.30

2100

1.14

11.40

12.54

900

1.21

30.25

33.28

2400

1.27

12.70

13.97

1200 lge

1.39

13.90

15.29

1500 lge

1.68

16.80

18.48

1800 lge

1.91

19.10

21.01

Painted: $0.29 per 300mm

Painted: $0.37 per 300mm - Bundle x 25 / x 10 lge

2. HARDWOOD TREE STAKES

7. PAINTED SURVEY PEGS – Thicknessed / Painted

Width

$ Pricing per 100 mm

1M$

1.5 M $

2M$

Length MM

Bundle $

GST Inc $

38 x 38

0.17

1.70

2.55

3.40

600

30.03

33.03

50 x 38

0.21

2.10

3.15

4.20

700

31.76

34.94

50 x 50

0.25

2.50

3.75

5.00

3. FLOWER STAKES

8. REDGUM PEGS

Length MM

Bundles of 50

GST Inc $

Area

Size MM / Painted

Each $

GST Inc $

700

10.16

11.18

VIC

50 x 50 x 300

1.95

2.15

1000

12.71

13.98

Sml NSW

75 x 50 x 300

2.54

2.79

1200

15.25

16.78

Rural NSW

75 x 75 x 400

4.47

4.92

4. SAW HORSES

9. HARDWOOD DUMPIES – Cut to Order

Size

Unit Cost $

GST Inc $

Size MM

Unit Cost $

GST Inc $

Standard

31.50

34.65

70 x 35 x 200

0.77

0.85

Extra Wide

42.00

46.20

Size

Unit Cost $

GST Inc $

Small

110.25

121.28

Medium

136.50

150.15

Large

168.00

184.80

5. DOG KENNELS
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● Projects Made to Order
FREE DELIVERY
ALBURY / WODONGA
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CALENDAR 2016
DECEMBER

Wednesday 5
Friday
21

ISV Board Meeting
RMIT Major Project Presentations

NOVEMBER
Wednesday
Wednesday

2
9

ISV Board Meeting
North Central Group Seminar & AGM

Curly’s Conundrum No.3
Beam in the Tunnel

Sunday
Monday
Tuesday

25
26
27

Seminar & General Meeting
& Christmas Networking Event
ISV Board Meeting
Christmas Day
Boxing Day
Public Holiday (substitute for Sunday 25)

Solution to Curly’s Conundrum No.2
By similar triangles,
y = 3 or xy = 9
3 x

...(1)

By Pythagoras,
(y+3)2 + (x+3)2 = 144

...(2)

DE R

2.70m

1

L AD

For those of you who hated the "ladder up the wall"
problem, try the "beam in the tunnel". Calculate the
maximum length of a rigid beam which can be carried
horizontally from a tunnel 1.50m wide into a connecting
tunnel 2.70m wide.
The horizontal tunnels are at right angles, and the beam
can be assumed to have no thickness.

Thursday

VERTICLE WALL

OCTOBER

Expanding (2) gives
y2 + 6y +x2 + 6x + 18 = 144
but from (1), 18 = 2xy, hence
3 METRES
(x + y)2 + 6(x + y) — 144 = 0
This is a quadratic equation in (x + y),
and can be solved by the standard formula, viz:
x + y = - 6 + √62+4(144)
2
giving x + y = 9.36932 (positive root)

3 METRES

LEVEL FLOOR

1.50m

From (1)
y(9.36932 — y) = 9 giving another quadratic equation in y, viz:
y 2 - 9.36932y + 9 = 0
solution of which yields y = 8.28272 (or 1.08660, unrealistically)
This gives a height of the ladder on the wall of 11.283m.
(This is one method of solution of a classic problem. It was
published in the September 1974 issue of the Canadian Surveyor,
and the Editors of that journal are still receiving solutions!)

Student Job Seekers (source: Surveying Task Force and University of Melbourne)
Guancheng Ma
chainma07@gmail.com 0410637878
Nicholas Evans
Nevans996@gmail.com 0428059280
Alex Mackinnon
a.jmackinnon@hotmail.com 0409003387
Sabin Dhital
sabn98@gmail.com 0450457713
Boppishetti Rakesh rakeshboppishetti@yahoo.com 0402711523
Haoyu (Cathy) Pang
haoyup@student.unimelb.edu.au

Fuller Ding
Matt Hollitzer
Kaiming Sun
Kaiwei Gao
Jingbo Lyu

fding1@student.unimelb.edu.au
matthollitzer@gmail.com
kaimings@student.unimelb.edu.au
kaiweig@student.unimelb.edu.au 0450 849 298
@qq.com 0412 128 016

Please make contact if you can assist with a placement
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FOR YOUR DIARY…

ADVERSE POSSESSION & GENERAL LAW
LAND, TITLE BOUNDARY AMENDMENTS
EASEMENTS & ROADS

9 November

Peter Speakman & Co.
Lawyers

12-16 November

Suite 2, 1396 Malvern Road
(PO Box 72) Glen Iris, Vic 3146
Tel: 9822 8611
Email: speakman@speakman.com.au
www.speakman.com.au

ISV North Central Regional Group Seminar
Big Hill Winery, Bendigo

International Congress on Mine Surveying (ICMS)
Brisbane
www.ism2016.com

1 December
ISV Seminar and Christmas Networking Event
Carlton Brewhouse, Abbotsford

24-25 January 2017

The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria
President
Vice President
Honorary Secretary
Honorary Treasurer
President Elect
Immediate Past President

-

ISNSW Australia Day Seminar
Four Seasons Hotel, Sydney

Doug Gow
Matthew Heemskerk
Adele Thomson
Glenn Collins
Tom Champion
Paul Kenny

Board
Michael Allsopp, Tim Dole, Scott Jukes,
Sam Lovelock, Alan Timcke

Surveyors Registration Board of Victoria
Representatives
Rachael Musgrave-Evans & Peter Sullivan

ACSV Representative
Andrew Busse

Traverse
Peter Sullivan & Gary White

Executive Officer
Gary White

Patron
The Honourable Linda Dessau AM
Governor of Victoria

Honorary Legal Counsel
David Vorchheimer, Partner – HWL Ebsworth Lawyers
Suite 206, 370 St Kilda Road, Melbourne Victoria 3004
Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 • Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216
Email: isv@isvic.org.au • www.surveying.org.au

TRAVERSE is published bi-monthly. Articles and letters related to any aspect
of surveying are invited and should be sent to the Executive Officer at the ISV
Office by the 12th of the month prior to the edition.
Statements of opinion expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of
The Institution of Surveyors, Victoria and no responsibility can be accepted in
respect of the opinion of any contributor.

WANTED!
The editor of Traverse is seeking your surveying
photos to be published on the front cover of
the magazine. If you have a photo with a link
to surveying and would be willing for it to be
published on the front cover, please send it to
the ISV by email. Current or historic photos are
acceptable, we prefer not to see your company
brand or logo in the foreground. We would
consider publishing a short blurb of the photo.
Peter Sullivan

GARY SAYS:
I don’t exercise – it makes
my red wine spill.

Enquiries to the Executive Officer, Gary White, at The Institution of Surveyors,
Victoria on Telephone: [03] 9326 9227 Facsimile: [03] 9326 9216

Email:gwhite@isvic.org.au
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Solutions to capture and manage your world

We’re used to playing the long game
and we want to be there for you in the
long run too – from finding the solution to
the installation, support, service and repair.

UPG, est. 1888, fourth generation
family business and Trimble
authorised distribution partner
for Eastern and Central Australia.
www.upgsolutions.com
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